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A B S T R A C T

Aims: In our single-center retrospective study we evaluated whether level of different checkpoint molecules in
bone marrow biopsies at diagnosis affect the clinical course of patients with myelodysplastic syndrome (MDS).
Methods and results: A consecutive cohort of 55 MDS patients treated in our center from 2003 to 2018 with
available bone marrow biopsies at time of diagnosis was studied. We used a technique able to detect the ex-
pression of the following antigens: PD-1, PD-L1, PD-L2, LAG-3, Gal-9, TIM-3, CD80. The association between
expression level and 3-year overall and relapse-free survival and time-to-progression was analyzed. Intensive
expression of TIM-3 was observed in 100% of cases. Also, in most cases, moderate Gal-9 expression was ob-
served. With 3-year follow-up disease progression was seen in 72.9% of patients with high CD80 level and 52.1%
of patients with low CD80 level (p=0.04). PD-1, CTLA4 and TIM-3 ligands were co-expressed in the majority of
patients. General checkpoint ligand expression level also was associated with increased 3-year incidence of
progression: 67.2% of patients with high level of checkpoint ligands progressed, while in the group with low
checkpoint ligand expression level progression was observed only in 33.3% of cases (p=0.059). There was an
association between the expression of checkpoint molecules CD80, PD-L2, TIM3, the number of bone marrow
blasts and risk according to IPSS and IPSS-R scales.
Conclusions: Our preliminary study underlined heterogeneous immune checkpoint molecules expression in MDS
and warrants further studies to define the role of this heterogeneity and develop optimal treatment approaches.

Introduction

Myelodysplastic syndrome (MDS) is heterogeneous group of hema-
tological malignancies affecting different ages but mostly elderly people
over 70 years [1]. Its heterogeneity implies wide range of clinical
presentations at the moment of diagnosis: from mild to moderate cy-
topenia of one or more lineages to rapidly progressing condition with
high tumor load and aggressive course. The most popular and effective
risk stratification tools in MDS so far are prognostic scores IPSS [2],
WPSS [3], IPSS-R [4], and some others. While in benign cases watchful
waiting is favored, allogeneic hematopoietic stem cell transplantation is
the mainstay of therapy for high risk population and the only curative
option [5]. The existing prognostic tools are not comprehensive though
with quiet limited predictive power. Especially, it is related to patients
in the intermediate risk group along with patients having normal kar-
yotype, comprising up to 50% of MDS population and considered more

and more heterogeneous as new data emerge [6, 7]. Considering elderly
patient population with high rate of comorbidities and donor search
issues the percent of transplant eligible patients in high risk population
is far from majority. For those who still need treatment and are not
transplant candidates few options are now available. Two hypo-
methylating agents (HMAs, 5-azacytidine [8] and decitabine [9]) along
with immunomodulating drug lenalidomide [10], used predominantly
for MDS with 5q deletion subtype, are now approved. These drugs
possess moderate activity with high rates of resistance and intolerance
and dismal prognosis for non-responders [11, 12].

One of the promising groups of agents for MDS is checkpoint in-
hibitors, which has already revolutionized treatment landscape in other
malignancies including melanoma, lung cancer, Hodgkin's disease and
several others. The results of in vitro and animal studies indicate that
early in MDS development inflammatory microenvironment is estab-
lished in bone marrow [13] leading to pyroptosis of healthy
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hematopoietic progenitors, activation of myeloid-derived suppressor
cells and specific cytokine milieu, which results in overexpression of
checkpoint molecules including PD-1/PD-L1 [14]. Nevertheless, the
trials of Nivolumab as single agent in MDS did not provide encouraging
results [15]. Other targets including CTLA-4 [16] and TIM-3 [17] are
under investigation, but further studies are needed. So far few studies
addressed the role of immune checkpoints expression in defining MDS
clinical course though this information could be implemented to fine-
tune the existing prognostic models and outline the population with
potential indication for checkpoints-involving approaches.

In our study we carried out retrospective single-center analysis of
MDS patients with different treatment course by correlating the ex-
pression level of different checkpoint molecules in bone marrow biop-
sies with clinical outcome.

Materials and methods

The study was approved by local ethics committee. The bone
marrow biopsies were obtained at time of diagnosis before the start of
any treatment with the patient's consent that it can be used for scientific
purposes. We included consecutive adult patients with confirmed MDS
diagnosis admitted to our center in the period from 2003 to 2018 for
whom trephine biopsy specimens at diagnosis could be retrieved.
Information on 55 adult MDS patients was collected. Male-to-female
ratio was 29:26, median age was 51 years. Most of patients were MDS
with excess of blasts-I and -II – 15 and 25, respectively. Twenty three
patients undergone allogeneic bone marrow transplantation, the others
received conservative treatment. Twenty seven patients were high or
very high risk according to IPSS-R score. Median follow-up period was
900 days. Basic characteristics of study group are summarized in
Table 1.

On histological material of the lymph nodes of patients with
Hodgkin's lymphoma and bone marrow of patients with MDS a tech-
nique was developed to detect the expression of the following antigens:
PD-1 (ab52587), PD-L1 (ab205921), PD-L2 (ab200377), LAG-3
(ab40465), Gal-9 (ab69630), TIM-3 (ab185703), CD80 (ab64116). We
used monoclonal antibodies produced by Abcam (1 Kendall Square,
Suite B2304 Cambridge, MA 02139-1517 USA) and BOND-III Fully
Automated IHC and ISH Stainer produced by Leica Biosystems (1700,

Leider Lane, Buffalo Grove, IL 60089 USA). In the process of testing the
technique, various modes of antigen unmasking, use of a peroxidase
block, antibody concentration, duration of incubation with antibodies,
incubation with a chromogen, and hematoxylin staining were studied.
As a result of the tests, the modes were selected that allowed obtaining
the most satisfactory staining. Expression was evaluated semiquantita-
tively by a 4-point scale: 0.5 points - single cells in separate fields; 1
point - single cells in each field; 1.5 points - moderate number of po-
sitive cells in some fields; 2 points - moderate number of positive cells,
diffuse distribution; 2.5 points - the number of positive cells is more
than 50% in some fields; 3 points - the number of positive cells is more
than 50%, cells form clusters of 5 or more; 4 points - antigen expression
on more than 90% of cells. The reaction was considered positive if
membrane staining was observed. Membrane-cytoplasmic staining was
allowed. Nuclear staining was considered non-specific. Staining results
were compared with the number and localization of CD3+ and CD34+
cells (T-cells and progenitor cells, respectively). Detailed staining
parameters and negative control image are available in Supporting in-
formation file.

The following clinical outcomes were analyzed: 3-year overall (the
length of time from the date of diagnosis that patients diagnosed with
the disease are still alive), relapse-free (the length of time after primary
treatment ends that the patient survives without any signs or symptoms
of the disease) survival and time-to-progression (the length of time from
the date of diagnosis until the disease starts to get worse). We used IWG
2006 criteria [18] to define type of response, with progression defined
either as transformation in acute leukemia for non-transplanted pa-
tients or any signs of disease recurrence for patients in posttransplant
period. We performed univariate analysis using Chi-square test for ca-
tegorical data and Kruskal-Wallis test to compare multiple groups. Lo-
gistic regression was performed to analyze the connection between
categorical and continuous variables. Survival analysis was carried out
by means of Kaplan-Meier product estimate method with log-rank test
for univariate survival curves comparisons, while cumulative incidence
functions with Gray test were built for time-to-progression analysis. For
multivariate analysis we used Cox regression with Fine-Gray test. We
looked for connection between checkpoint expression level and age,
IPSS/WPSS/IPSS-R scores, blood and blast counts, transfusion de-
pendency, and respective clinical outcomes. Statistics was computed
using SAS 9.4 software (100, SAS Campus, Drive Cary, NC 27513-2414
USA), p-value of less than 0.05 was considered statistically significant.

Results

In the studied biopsy specimens expression of PD-L1 and LAG-3 was
not observed in any of the cases, while in the control samples (available
in Supporting information file) membrane staining was obtained on
part of the cells. In a number of observations, accumulations of
CD3+PD-1+ cells were determined in the bone marrow (available in
Supporting information file); in individual samples, a small number of
scattered PD-1+ cells was determined. There was no correlation be-
tween PD-1+ cell counts and CD34+ cell counts.

Intensive expression of TIM-3 was observed in all cases. Generally
TIM-3 was determined on cells of the myeloid and erythroid lineages
(Figure 1A, 1B). Also, in many cases, moderate Gal-9 expression was
observed on large cells (Figure 1C, 1D). When comparing parallel sec-
tions with TIM-3 and Gal-9 staining, the coexpression of these markers
on hematopoietic cells cannot be excluded. In clusters of CD3+PD-1+
cells, only single cells were stained with antibodies to TIM-3.

The general checkpoint expression pattern in relation to the whole
patient population is available in Supporting information file. 75% of
patients had coexpression of PD-L2, TIM-3, and CD80, and 25% of
patients coexpressed additionally either PD-1 or Gal-9 or both.

Three-year overall and relapse-free survival in the whole group
were 53.4% and 19.7%, respectively. In univariate analysis we ob-
served significant connection between CD80, PD-L2, PD-L1, Gal-9

Table 1
Patients’ characteristics

Characteristic Value

Patient median age, y (range) 51 (18-75)
Sex of patient, M/F 29/26
Disease type
MDS with ring sideroblasts (MDS-RS) 1 (1.8%)
Hypoplastic MDS 1 (1.8%)
MDS with multilineage dysplasia 9 (16.4%)
MDS with isolated del(5q) 3 (5.5%)
MDS with excess blasts 1 15 (27.3%)
MDS with excess blasts 2 25 (45.4%)
Chronic myelomonocytic leukemia 2 1 (1.8%)
Risk profile according to IPSS-R score
Very low 0 (0%)
Low 10 (18.2%)
Intermediate 18 (32.7%)
High 20 (36.4%)
Very high 7 (12.7%)
Number of transplanted patients 23 (41.8%)
Secondary MDS 3 (5.5%)
Type of received treatment
Low dose Ara-C 11 (20%)
Hypomethylating agents 25 (45.4%)
Lenalidomide 1 (1.8%)
Cyclosporine A 7 (12.7%)
Deferasirox 8 (14.5%)
Erythropoiesis-stimulating agents 3 (5.5%)
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expression levels and 3-year time-to-progression. At 3-year follow-up
the incidence of disease progression in patients with high (more than 1
point) CD80 level was 72,9%, while patients with low (less than 1
point) CD80 level had disease progression incidence of 52,1% (p=0.04,
Figure 2A). Similar observation was made with overall checkpoint li-
gands (CD80, PD-L2, PD-L1, Gal-9) expression level – at 3-year follow-
up patients with high (more than 1.5 point) checkpoint ligands

expression level had disease progression incidence of 67,2%, while
patients with low (less than 1.5 point) checkpoint ligands expression
level had disease progression incidence of 33,3% (p=0.059, Figure 2B).

In multivariate analysis we confirmed negative impact of both CD80
(HR 3.35, 95%CI 1.17-9.75, p=0.008) and overall checkpoint ligands
expression (HR 1.35, 95% CI 0.93-1.90, p=0.02) level on 3-year time-
to-progression. This negative impact was independent of IPSS-R score

Fig. 1. A, B. Membrane expression of TIM-3 on cells of the myeloid and erythroid bone marrow. Immunohistochemical reaction, x400; C, D. Membrane expression of
Gal-9 on bone marrow cells. Immunohistochemical reaction, x400

Fig. 2. A. 3-year time to progression according to CD80 expression level; B. 3-year time to progression according to checkpoint ligands expression level
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(Figure 3). In cluster analysis we observed an association between the
expression of checkpoint molecules CD80, PD-L2, TIM3, the number of
bone marrow blasts and risk according to IPSS and IPSS-R scales
(Figure 4).

Discussion

Many studies have described immune mechanisms in MDS devel-
opment, especially, at early stages, and even association with auto-
immune diseases is anecdotally reported [19]. In our study we once
more confirmed this evidence demonstrating the expression of several
checkpoint molecules in bone marrow of MDS patients. Considering the
lack of PD-L1 and LAG-3 expression and absence of internal positive
control in the bone marrow the study could be the subject to criticism.
Messenger RNA level measurement is one of the solutions to confirm
the results of IHC and should be addressed in further research.

Our study is a single-center experience so it is associated with higher
risk of bias. Indeed, our clinical facility is specialized in performing
allogeneic transplants and as a reference center we admit mostly

patients who can be considered for this intensive treatment modality. It
explains why our study group does not reflect the structure of general
MDS patients’ population, i.e. younger median age and higher percen-
tage of high risk individuals. This potential pitfall can be further ana-
lyzed when more similar studies in different MDS populations will be
carried out by other research groups.

Currently, there are two short reports on similar studies in MDS, one
showing impact of PD-L1, PD-L2, PD-1 and CTLA-4 on response to
HMAs and prognosis [20]. Compared to our results one of those studies
showed different patterns of PD-L1 and PD-L2 expression [21] and
neither assessed TIM-3/Gal-9 axis. In spite of observations regarding
both PD-1/PD-L1 and CTLA-4 involvement in MDS pathogenesis, the
clinical trial of nivolumab and ipilimumab demonstrated only modest
results: overall response rate of 0% and 22% for nivolumab and ipili-
mumab after HMAs failure, respectively, underlining the probably more
intricate biological patterns of these molecules participation in MDS
pathobiology, but in this study no combinations of checkpoint in-
hibitors was evaluated [15]. Indeed, our results defined the wide range
of molecules including CD80, TIM-3 and Gal-9 often coexpressed

Fig. 3. Multivariate analysis of 3-year time-to-progression

Fig. 4. Cluster analysis of associations between observed clinical parameters and checkpoint expression level (Plt – platelet count, Neu – neutrophil count, BM blasts
– bone marrow blasts, PB blasts – peripheral blood blasts, Hb – hemoglobin)
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simultaneously. These can lead to further attempts of combining dif-
ferent checkpoint inhibitors. Also further prediction of response in MDS
might require the use of multiplex immunohistochemistry to define the
exact cell types expressing various checkpoints.

In our study we observed an association between the expression of
checkpoint molecules CD80, PD-L2, TIM3, the number of bone marrow
blasts and risk score, and independent influence of CD80 and check-
point ligands on time-to-progression. On the other hand, we didn't
observe any considerable effect regarding overall and relapse-free sur-
vival. Probably, the checkpoint expression assay can leastwise identify
the subgroup of patients at risk of earlier relapse and aggressive disease
course with indication for closer survey and more intensive treatment
modalities. We didn't perform subgroup analysis because of the small
study group and we used quite restricted panel of molecules so future
research has to investigate broader number of checkpoints in larger
population as well as the methodology should be refined and standar-
dized.

The valuable result of this work was the identification of high level
of TIM-3 and Gal-9 expression on the bone marrow cells with the
possible coexpression of these markers on granulocytic and erythroid
cells. The literature describes the autocrine loop TIM-3/Gal-9, which
may be important in maintenance of the MDS clone and the evolution of
MDS into acute leukemia [22]. Now several clinical trials
(NCT03066648, NCT03946670, NCT03940352) are in progress in at-
tempt to introduce TIM-3 inhibitors into clinical practice. Considering
our results combined therapeutic approaches may be the preferable
ones.

In conclusion, our relatively small study outlined the potential
clinical impact of different checkpoint molecules in MDS and managed
to cast some light on the direction of further research.
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